Stage 1: Barber shop Quartet
Scenario: While getting a haircut four bad guys enter the salon. Leave the chair
and engage threats while escaping.
Course of Fire: Start seated with arms under gown. Stand, draw and
engage T1through T4 with three rounds each while moving laterally,
Shoot and move for each threat. Last shot must be fired from Box A.
Reload as needed
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Stage 2: El Jeffe
Scenario: You are surprised by three thugs. Engage all threats twice.
Course of Fire: Start standing uprange firearm loaded with no more than 6

rounds. Turn downrange, draw and engage each threat with two rounds each.
Reload and reengage each threat with two more rounds.
12 rounds only
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Stage 3: House clearing
Scenario: A gang has invaded your house.
Save your family and eliminate the threats.
Course of Fire: Using cover enagage
targets with two rounds each from the
start box. Move to the window and
engage targets as they appear using
cover with tow rounds each. Move to
door and engage each target with two
rounds each as they appear around
cover.
12 rounds minimum
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Stage 4: Qualifier
Scenario: Skills Test, qualifier
Course of Fire: Start in P1 facing up-range,
surrender position, pistol loaded with no more than 6
rounds. Spare magazines should be carried. At the
signal turn and engage T-1 with 4 rounds freestyle.
Black represents hard cover, hits here are counted as
misses. Advance to barrier P2 engage T2 with two
rounds freestyle from each side of the barrier using
cover. A slide lock reload behind cover is required
behind this barrier. Advance to P3, engage T3 with
two rounds strong hand only from strong side of
barrels using cover, transition to support hand
engage T3 with two rounds support hand only from
support hand side of the barrels using cover.
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